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Workshop 1 with Jeff Sippel 
Mokulito (moku/wood – lito/lithography) and Waterless Lithography: Mokulito 
replaces the traditional stone used in lithography with a sheet of plywood. The 
printed quality is a blend of soft traditional lithographic mark-making and hard-
edged woodcut marks. Waterless lithography uses water-repellent silicone coated 
plates, this process works and looks similar to tradition lithography, but is less 
expensive, less toxic and more environmentally sound. Both processes are suitable 
for small editions. 
 
MOKULITO  (moku/wood – lito/lithography) is an alternative printmaking process based on the principles of 
Lithography.  Mokulito was discovered in Japan by Professor Seishi Ozaku over 35 years ago. His process 
replaces the traditional Bavarian stone used in lithography with a sheet of plywood, which possesses similar 
characteristics in comparison to lithographic stone. Using a plywood matrix, allows the artist to make up to 25 
prints. The discovery of Mokulito by Prof. Ozaku has allowed a blend of purely lithographic traces and sharp 
woodcut marks. Mokulito has been protected by Japanese printmakers for much of its existence, holding it as 
an undiscovered art process to those outside of Japan however artists like Ewa Budka who introduced the 
process to me and others are now rediscovering the practice, pushing it to new limits and passing the 
technique on to other artists around the globe. Without the use of acids or solvents, the Mokulito process is 
ideal for beginners and printmakers from all backgrounds.  A variety of inks common to other processes can 
be used and Mokulito impressions are printed using an etching press which make etching presses much more 
versatile. Participants will use acrylic paint, sharpie paint markers, acrylic spray paint and toner crayons to 
work on small plywood plates for printing small editions.  Relief applications are also often used in 
combination with drawing materials. 
 
WATERLESS- A variation of traditional lithography that eliminates the need for dampening the plate by utilizing 
water-repellent silicone coated plates.  The silicone will reject the printing ink and the exposed plate after 
removing the drawing materials will accept the printing ink.  This process initially researched and developed 
by 3M Corporation in the 60s and further developed by Toray Industries and Sun Chemical was a commercial 
pursuit as an alternative to commercial offset lithography.  I was introduced to the potential of waterless for 
fine art by instructions provided by Professor Harry Hohen and Tamarind Master Printer Jeff Ryan in 
1990.  Since that time, I have maintained interest in educating others regarding the creative expressive 
possibilities and continuing to explore new applications for my personal artwork and other students and 
professionals. Another advantage of waterless is that identical results can be achieved whether using an 
etching press or a lithographic press.  Yet another advantage of waterless is that creations very similar to 
traditional lithography can be realized using materials that are less expensive, less toxic, more environmentally 
friendly and found throughout the world.  After many years of presentations in countries that have limited 
access to printmaking supplies it has become my mission to develop and practice safe, environmentally 
friendly alternatives using materials that artists have available in their own communities. 
 
Jeffrey Sippel is an American printmaker. He graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire in 1976 
and studied at the Tamarind Institute from 1977 to 1979. Upon the completion of his studies at the Tamarind 
Institute he was certified as a master printer. He later received an MFA at Arizona State University. Sippel has 
taught at Druckhaus EA Quensen, worked as Master Printer at Ocean Works LEL and has taught at Ohio State 
University. Sippel currently teaches at the University of Missouri, St. Louis. Specializing in waterless 
lithography, "his work is included in many renowned collections, including the Smithsonian Institution." 
Additionally, Sippel's "many presentations include lecturing in the Soviet Union, Finland, South Africa, 
Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Belgium, Poland, Germany, Bulgaria, Mexico, Canada and a long list of venues in 
the United States of America.”  Sippel has exhibited his work in over 200 venues including the Lalit Kala 
Academy, the Cecille R. Hunt Gallery, Webster University, the Haggar Gallery, the University of Dallas, the 
Steinberg Gallery of Art, Washington University, St. Louis, the Lauren Rogers Museum of Art, the Knoxville 
Museum of Art, the Grunwald Center for the Arts and the University of California, Los Angeles. 
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Workshop 2 with Nicol Sanders-O’Shea 
Screen-printing for paper, hard surfaces and/or fabric: Learn a range of stencil making 
techniques for printing multiple layers, registration techniques for printed editions. We 
will be using eco-friendly inks that are non-toxic and environmentally friendly.  
 
Nicol Sanders-O'Shea has a MFA with first class honours from Elam School of Fine Arts 
and a post graduate diploma in Tertiary Teaching from AUT. She has taught in several 
tertiary art & design programmes including AUT, Elam and EIT, and is currently a 
Programme Manager and Senior Academic Staff member at Toi Ohomai Institute of 
Technology. She won the WSA New Zealand Painting and Printmaking Award in 2015. She was invited to 
participate in the Tr6 printmaking installation residency in Manhattan, New York in 2018. Her work has been 
selected for public gallery exhibitions in New Zealand: Pataka Museum, Hastings City Art Gallery, Gus Fisher 
Gallery, Tauranga Art Gallery, Calder and Lawson Gallery, Aratoi Museum and Waikato Museum. Her works 
are held in both public and private collections in New Zealand. 
 

Workshop 3 with Lynette Fisher and Karolina Bemova 
Laser cut wood relief: Learn a range of software skills to create laser cut wood relief blocks 
for printing. Experiment with relief printing processes and techniques for printed editions 
and one-off prints. You will learn basic Adobe Illustrator software for converting imagery 
into files specifically for laser cutting and engraving into MDF for wood relief printing, 
combining technology with traditional printmaking. 
 
Lynette Fisher is a tutor at Toi Ohomai on the Bachelor of Creative Industries degree, 
Creative Co-ordinator at The Incubator Creative Hub, and has her own multi-disciplinary art practice based in 
Tauranga. With a focus on inspiring creativity, Lynette enjoys the challenges of adult education and the sharing 
of knowledge within a community of artists. 
 
Karolina Bemova is currently based in Tauranga and is originally from Slovakia. She is the creative industries 
technician at Toi Ohomai Institute of Technology. She has a Certificate in Art and Design and a Bachelor of 
Creative Industries majoring in visual arts. She has a broad creative skillset and expertise inclusive of 
conventional disciplinary approaches and digital media developments. Her art and design practice explores 
the cross-pollination of traditional visual arts mediums and new emerging technologies such as virtual reality. 
 
 

Workshop 4 with Marci Tackett 
Open studio: Work independently with tutor support on your own printed project. Screen 
print, relief and intaglio equipment will be available. 

Push your practise or your project.  In this open studio workshop you will have the chance 
to devote 4 days of focus to developing your particular project or idea. In this individually 
driven workshop Marci will serve as a sounding board, a technical assistant and an all-around 
facilitator. You are welcome to work with any printmaking techniques including screen 
printing and book binding.  Screen print, relief and intaglio equipment will be available. As a 
participant you are encouraged to have a chat with Marci about your project prior to the 
workshop so that she can prepare applicable materials for your benefit. 

 Marci Tackett is an artist and printmaker originally from Denver, Colorado, currently based in Wellington.  She 
received her BFA in printmaking and BA in humanities from University of Colorado. She is currently involved 
in creating process-based works that investigate vision.  She also loves sharing her knowledge of printmaking 
with others, having spent the last 13 years teaching at The Learning Connexion in Lower Hutt, Wellington.  


